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WESTERN CANADA URANIUM PERSPECTIVE

INTRODUCTION

When uranium prices rose rapidly in the mid 1970's in the

face of a perceived shortage, it is not surprising that active

exploration programs were carried out in all prospective areas

of western Canada. These areas included British Columbia, the

Yukon and the Northwest Territories, as well as Saskatchewan.

An update of the current situation in each area follows.

BRITISH COLUMBIA . .

The moratorium on uranium exploration and development

imposed in 1980 will not expire until February 28. 1987. Prior

to the moratorium being imposed three deposits of possible

significance were discovered. Of these only the Blizzard with

reserves of about 10 million pounds U 0 at a grade of
3 8

0.226% can be considered as economic. The other two have

grades of less than 0.1% U_0o and comparatively small

amounts of reserves.

The British Columbia deposits appear to be the result of

geological phenomena that are not widespread in occurrence:

hence, the lifting of the moratorium in 1987 is not
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expected to have much effect on Western Canada exploration

levels or reserves.

NORTHWEST TERRITORIES

Because of its large area and many geologic similarities

with Saskatchewan, a heavy investment in uranium exploration

"~ took place in the Northwest Territories, especially during the

period 1979-81. By 1983 only three companies were active in

three areas, the Thelon Basin west of Baker Lake, the Nonacho

Basin southeast of Great Slave Lake, and the Hornby Basin

northeast of Great Bear Lake. Work in the Hornby Basin is

j expected to wind down this year, leaving only two areas with

modest exploration programs.

%.\

As a result of the exploration work carried out. one major

k and several minor deposits were discovered. The Lone Gull

discovery in the Thelon Basin has proven reserves of more than

35 million pounds U_0o grading 0.4%. The comparatively

remote location and lower grade than Saskatchewan deposits

could delay the development of this deposit for many years. it

should be noted that potentially prospective areas of the

northern Thelon Basin lie within a game sanctuary and cannot be

explored. Also massive land claims by native people remain an

unresolved issue that will perhaps impact upon future mineral

developments.
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The size and grade of deposits discovered in the Northwest

Territories has been considerably less than those found in

Saskatchewan. Many geologists are now of the opinion that the

differences in age and stratigraphic relationships of the rocks

in the two areas are of more significance than their apparent

similarities.

SASKATCHEWAN

1. Exploration Activity

Expenditures on exploration activity continue to decline

with the 1984 anticipated level being less than one quarter of

the peak year, 19B0. During 1980 about $80 million was spent

on uranium exploration activity with the level declining to $70

million in 1981, $40 million in 1982. $24 million in 1983 and

an estimated $18 million in 1984.

During the past five year period the nature of the

exploration activities being carried out has changed almost as

dramatically as has the expenditure level. In 1980 grass roots

exploratory work was carried out on more than 200 exploration

projects by about 100 companies. In contrast in 1984 fewer

than 20 projects are active and the number of active players

has dropped to less than 30. Significant portions of "the $24
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million spent in 1983 and the $18 million estimated for 1984

was and is being spent on pre-development activities such as

drilling out of discoveries.

Many reasons can be offered to explain the sharp decline in

exploration expenditures:

(1) The future market outlook is somewhat discouraging

from the point of view of developing new reserves in

the near term. The market outlook is to some extent

reflected in the Nuexco spot price. Traditionally

levels of exploration expenditures in Saskatchewan

have tracked to Nuexco price when the two are compared

on a constant dollar basis; (slide)

(2) High levels of inventory and the existence of known

high grade deposits have reduced the pressure to find

new sources of supply;

(3) The closing down of the Eldorado Beaverlodge uranium

mine and mill in the northwest corner of the province

in 1981 had an immediate adverse effect on the

substantial levels of uranium exploration activity in

that area because of lack of availability of

processing facilities.

What about the future of uranium exploration in

Saskatchewan over the next five to ten years? We predict that
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exploration levels will continue to decline over the next five

years probably dropping to a low of about $10 million annually

and then will begin to rise as productive capacity and

consumption come more into balance.

The reasoning behind this prediction relates to the

specific exploration scene in Saskatchewan as well as to the

world wide supply-demand situation. As noted, the approach

taken to uranium exploration in Saskatchewan over the past

decade has been related to the Key Lake model. Exploring on

the basis of this model has been extremely successful in areas

such as Dawn Lake and Waterbury Lake, but its limitations have

been, reached in areas farther removed from tii& edge of the

Athabasca Sandstone. Exploration of these areas will have to

await the development of improved exploration technology and

new theories with respect of the genesis of uranium ore

bodies. From the supply-demand aspect the discovery of very

large high grade deposits such as the Cigar Lake deposit when

combined with known deposits such as Jabiluka. Roxby Downs.

Akouta and Arlit is certain to raise questions as to the

marketability of new deposits within the normal exploration

development cycle.

It is interesting to compare the cost of finding a pound of

uranium as it varies over a long period of exploration.

Normally costs would be expected to increase markedly-as the
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easily explored areas are eliminated and activity moves to more

difficult targets. This is especially true in the case of

uranium exploration where available geophysical and geochemical

techniques become less effective when exploring for deposits at

depths of greater than 300 metres. This slide indicates that

over the eighteen year period. 1966-1984. it has cost on the

average $0.86 to find a pound of uranium in Saskatchewan.

During the period 1966-1975 when shallow areas such as

Cluff Lake, Rabbit Lake and Key Lake were explored the costs

were $0.56 a pound. When exploration moved to deeper areas

such as Midwest Lake. McClean Lake and Dawn Lake and other

areas such as Eagle Point costs rose markedly, as expected, to

$2.17 per pound. The remarkable success at Waterbury Lake,

however, where an estimated 230 million pounds has been

discovered at a depth of 400 metres has resulted in exploration

costs moving contrary to normal trends and dropping to about

$0.60 to $0.65 per pound over the period 1981-1984.

2. Producing Areas

The slides you are about to see indicate the reserves of

uranium present in the major deposits in Saskatchewan three of

which. Cluff Lake, Rabbit Lake and Key Lake are in production

at this time.

These three producing areas have placed Saskatchewan at the

V"
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forefront as Canada's primary uranium producing province. This

year, 1984. Saskatchewan production represents 51% of the

Canadian total. By next year, we anticipate this figure to

rise to nearly 58%.

Saskatchewan's production levels currently represent about

13% of western world production. We at SMDC anticipate that

this figure could increase over 20% by 1995, assuming

production from one new area.

Canada currently accounts for about 20% of western world's

uranium production. We also expect this figure to rise to over

30% by 1995. In just over a decade, Canada should be able to

increase its share of world uranium markets by 50%.

(a) Cluff Lake Area

1 Cluff Lake, Phase I which commenced operation in 1981 and

involved the mining and milling of a small high grade ore body

is now winding down with the processing of the final

gravimetric residues. Phase II which relates to the mining and

milling of lower grade deposits is now under construction and

should commence operation this fall. It should be noted that

most of the uranium reserves in this phase will be recovered by

underground mining. When in full production. Phase II will

produce about 2.5 million pounds U_0n per year.
3 8
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(b) Wollaston Lake Area

The Rabbit Lake,mine and mill commenced operation in 1975

and. the original Rabbit Lake ore body will be minea out this

year with the ore stockpiled to provide feed while the Collins

Bay "B" ore body is prepared for production.

A major reconstruction of the mill is now underway to

permit the processing of Collins "B" ore. Stripping of the

Collins B deposit has commenced and production from this source

is expected by late 1985 or early 1986. When in full

production the new mine/mill complex will have a planned annual

production capacity of 5 million pounds U 0 with potential
3 8

for higher production levels.

Key Lake Area

Mining and milling Gaertner ore body commenced in 1983 and

the facility is expected to produce nearly 10 million pounds

U_0o in 1984. Full production capacity of 12 million

pounds annually is expected in 1985.

In spite of some continuing process difficulties. Key Lake

produced in excess of 850.000 pounds U_0Q during May of

this year, a figure believed to be a world record from any

uranium plant in a one month period.

V '
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3. Areas of Future Potential

Midwest Lake

There is still no apparent consensus amongst mining

engineers as to the best method to extract this 56 million

pound ore body. Open pit mining techniques would appear to be

too costly and concern exists with the use of standard

underground mining methods because of the strength of the

overlying rock unit. One approach under consideration is to

drive a drift above the ore zone and recover the ore using a

borehole mining technique.

The property is owned by Esso Resources Canada Limited

(50%), Numac Oil and Gas (25%), Bow Valley Industries (12.5%)

and Mink Mining Corporation (12.5%).

Dawn Lake

To date about 40 million pounds of uranium have been

discovered in four separate zones occurring at depths below

surface ranging from 100 to 150 metres. These deposits can

probably be recovered using some type of decline, an approach

to mining that is less costly than a shaft when both capital

and operating costs are taken into consideration.
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This large property of nearly 400.000 acres has only been

partially explored and the potential for discovery of further

reserves is considered to be excellent.

The Dawn Lake property is owned by SMDC (50.086%). Cogema

Canada (26.025%), PNC (10.889%). Manecer Corp. (7.5%). Korea

Electric (4.5%) and Asamera (1%).

McClean Lake

The operator of this 14 million pound deposit has now

advanced this project to the stage that all approvals and

licenses required to conduct underground raining have been

obtained.

Also the higher grade JEB showing located on this property

remains relatively unexplored and offers potential for an ore

body at depths not exceeding 100 metres and possibly amenable

to open pit mining methods.

The deposit is owned by Canadian Occidental Petroleum

Limited (51%) and the International Nickel Company (49%).

Waterburv Lake

The Cigar Lake deposit within the Waterbury Lake joint

venture has uranium reserves, as estimated by SMDC, of about

* ' T •
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230 million pounds U 0 at a grade averaging 10% U 0 .
•So 3 3

About 70% of these reserves are considered as drill indicated

with the remainder being considered as inferred reserves. The

deposit occurs about 400 metres below surface.

The Cigar Lake deposit is situated 115 km NE of the Key

Lake mine and 55 km WSW of the Eldorado Nuclear Rabbit Lake

mine. Current partners in the discovery are SMDC (50.75%),

Cogema Canada (33.625%). Idemitsu Kosan (11.875%) and Corona

Granda (3.750%). SERU Nucleaire (now Cogema Canada) has been

operator of the project since January of 1980.

The deposit was discovered in April of 1981 and by the end

of 1983 drilling had extended the strike length to 1850

metres. The highlight of the 1983 exploration season was the

identification of an extremely high grade section along the

newly drilled eastern extension of the deposit (slide).

Examples of grades discovered in this section are 37.7%

U_0o over 19 metres, 20.1% over 8 metres and 37.5% U_0rt
Jo 3 8
over S metres.

The 1984 drilling program is aimed primarily at confirming

the thicknesses and grades discovered in the richest part of

the deposit. The holes drilled to date indicate that the

eastern strike limits may have been identified but, the deposit

remains open at the western end. Two other uranium occurrences

are known in the immediate area and further exploratory work
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will be required to determine their significance.

CONCLUSION

It is apparent that Western Canada can play a dominant role

in supplying uranium to the nuclear electric power industry

almost indefinitely. The future rate of exploration and

development will be determined almost entirely by the future

growth of the nuclear power industry and by the share of the

market that Western Canadian producers are able to capture.

While the exploration costs per pound of uranium are

comparatively low, other factors will increase costs to the

point that few. if any, of the known deposits would be economic

at the present Nuexco spot price. High interest rates and the

need for massive capital expenditures many years in advance of

production will continue to be the major factors in determining

the cost of a pound of uranium from any source of supply.

Thus the pace at which Western Canadian reserves are

developed will be a function of market availability, price and

the adaptation of existing technology to new circumstances.

However given the high grades of the above mentioned deposits

and Canada's growing reputation as a stable secure supplier of

uranium for energy, it is clear that this area does hold a

competitive advantage and the real question is "when" rather

than "whether" further developments will proceed.
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TABLE 1

Saskatchewan Uranium E x p l o r a t i o n E x p e n d i t u r e s

Period

1966-1984

1966-1975

1976-1980

1981-1984

Uranium Exploration
Expenditures

(millions constant
1980 $)

600.0

175.9

273.1

165.0

Changes in Assured
and Probable

Reserves
(millions lbs.

U308)

700

316

126

250

Per Pound Cc
of Uranium
Exploratioi

($/lb.)

0.86

0.56

2.17

0.66



TABLE 2

WESTERN CANADA URANIUM DEPPSITS

Reserves
lbs.

SASKATCHEWAN

1. Wollaston Lake
Rabbit Lake
Collins "B"
Collins "D"
Collins "A"
Eagle South
Eagle Point
Total Wollaston

2. Cluff Lake
Phase I
Phase II
Total Cluff

3. Key Lake
Gaertner
Deilmann
Cobble Ore
Total Key Lake

4. New Areas

Midwest Lake
McClean Lake
Dawn Lake
Waterbury Lake
Total New Areas

TOTAL

NORTHWEST

1. Baker

SASKATCHEWAN

TERRITORIES

Lake
Lone Gull

LGT

2. Hornby Bay
Mountain Lake

TOTAL - NWT

(Dec. 31/83)

6,000.000
30.000.000
5.000.000
18.000,000
18,000.000
36.000,000

Grade
% U3O8

Principal
Mine Type

113

1
38
39

.000

.000
,000
,000

.000

.000

.000

.000

61,000.000
119.000.000
15.000.000

195,000,000

56,000.000
14,000.000
40.000.000

230.000.000
340,000.000

687.000.000

0.25
0.453
1,952
11.41
0.644
1.4

7,0
0.5

3.47
2.88
0.69

1.90
1.80
1.97
10.0

36.000.000 0.4

12.000.000

5.000.000 O.4

53.000.000

Open pit
Open Pit
Open Pit
Open Pit
Underground
Underground

Open Pit
Underground

Open Pit
Open Pit
open Pit

Optional
Underground
Underground
Underground

Open pit &
Underground
Underground

Open pit &
Underground
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BRITISH COLUMBIA

1. Okanocran
Blizzard

TOTAL - B.C.

10.000.000

10.000.000

0.266 Open Pit

GRAND TOTAL
WESTERN CANADA 750.000.000


